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Before you buy this book, please first head over to our sample page -
elementsofprogramminginterviews.com/sampleThe sampler should give you a very good idea
of the quality and style of our book. In particular, be sure you are comfortable with the level and
with our Java coding style.Complete programs are available at epibook.github.io.Since different
candidates have different time constraints, EPI includes a study guide with
several scenarios, ranging from weekend Hackathon to semester long preparation with a
recommended a subset of problems for each scenario. All problems are classified in terms of
their difficulty level and include many variants to help you apply what you have learned more
widely.All problems includes hints for readers who get stuck. This simulates what you will face in
the real interview.The version being sold by Ebook Library itself is always current. Some
resellers may have older versions, especially if they sell used copies.

"A practical, fun approach to computer science fundamentals, as seen through the lens of
common programming interview questions."Jeff Atwood / Co-founder of Stack Overflow and
Discourse"This book prepares the reader for contemporary software interviews, and also
provides a window into how algorithmic techniques translate into the workplace. It emphasizes
problems that stem from real-world applications and can be coded up in a reasonable time, and
is a wonderful complement to a traditional computer science algorithms and data structures
course."Ashish Goel / Professor, Stanford University"A wonderful resource for anyone preparing
for a modern software engineering interview: work through the entire book, and you'll find
the actual interview a breeze. More generally, for algorithms enthusiasts, EPI offers endless
hours of entertainment while simultaneously learning neat coding tricks."Vineet Gupta / Principal
Engineer, GoogleFrom the AuthorHave you ever...Wanted to work at an exciting futuristic
company?Struggled with an interview problem that could have been solved in 15 minutes?
Wished you could study real-world computing problems?If so, you need to read Elements of
Programming Interviews (EPI).From the Back CoverThe core of EPI is a collection of 300
problems with detailed solutions, including over 150 figures and 300 tested programs. The
problems are challenging, well-motivated, and accessible. They are representative of the
questions asked at interviews at the most exciting companies.The book begins with a summary
of patterns for data structure, algorithms, and problem solving that will help you solve the most
challenging interview problems. This is followed by chapters on basic and advanced data
structures, algorithm design, concurrency, system design, probability and discrete mathematics.
Each chapter starts with a brief review of key concepts and results followed by a deep and wide
set of questions.EPI includes with a summary of the nontechnical aspects of interviewing,
including common mistakes, strategies for a great interview, perspectives from across the table,



negotiating the best offer, and much more.About the AuthorThe inside storyAll three of us
successfully made it through the Google interview process, and went on to work at Google,
where, among other things, we interviewed candidates for our teams.We have complementary
backgrounds (large company, startup, academia) and have held multiple roles (tech lead, CTO,
consultant, professor), that gives us unparalleled insight into the job market.In addition to
Google, some of the other places we have worked at include Facebook, Uber, Microsoft, IBM,
and Qualcomm.About the authorsWe co-developed algorithms and systems that are used
by over one billion people everyday. We have extensive experience with interviewing candidates,
making hiring decisions, and being interviewed.Adnan Aziz is a Research Scientist at Facebook.
Previously, he was a professor at the Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at The
University of Texas at Austin, where he conducts research and teaches classes in applied
algorithms. He received his PhD from The University of California at Berkeley; his undergraduate
degree is from the Indian Institute of Technology at Kanpur.Tsung-Hsien Lee is a Staff Software
Engineer at Toyota Research Institute. Previously, he worked at Facebook, Google, and Uber. He
received both his MS and undergraduate degrees from National Tsing Hua University. He has a
passion for designing and implementing algorithms. He likes to apply algorithms on every aspect
of his life.He takes special pride in helping to organize Google Code Jam 2014 and Google
Code Jam 2015.Amit Prakash is a co-founder and CTO of ThoughtSpot, a Silicon Valley startup.
Previously, he was a Member of the Technical Staff at Google, where he worked primarily on
machine learning problems that arise in the context of online advertising. Before that he worked
at Microsoft in the web search team. He received his PhD from The University of Texas at Austin;
his undergraduate degree is from the Indian Institute of Technology at Kanpur. Read more
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purnawirman, “must read book for coding interviews. I rarely write an amazon product review
before. But couple of days ago, one of the authors, Tsung-Hsien Lee actually contacted me
regarding one of the bugs I submitted when I used the book to prepare for my interview. I thought
the bug report will not be responded, but to my surprise, Tsung-Hsien sent me a personal email
saying thank you and also updated version of the code. To people who are interested in the
question, it is the question of finding the maximum rectangle area under the skyline. A little bit on
my background, I only ever take one introduction to algorithm class in college, where it teaches
required fundamentals such as hash, trees, graphs, divide and conquer, etc. I read this book by
the recommendation of my internship mentor, he probably knows best the limit of my
programming experience, and he told me to just focus and read one book for interview prep. I
took his advice deeply, and at the time, although I have the other book (cracking the code
interview), I decided to just spend my time and effort in EPI.The first time experience reading this
book is harsh. I spent the entire day just trying to read solution and understand what it means for
the entire day. The solution presented is terse, but this is what you would be expected if you go
in for interview. Not too much BS, just straight ideas and to the point. But for people out there
worrying about difficulty of this book, my advice is to skip some uncomfortable chapters first (for
me, it was the binary, numbers and primitives), focus more on the recursive section (which I
found it to be very consistently structured and explained). Spend at least 1 to two weeks grinding
through the pain, and I promise it will get easier as it goes.There are advices to always come up
with your own solution first before reading the book's solution. I dont know. Maybe if you are
already experienced, that will work to stimulate your long lost problem solving instinct. But my
strategy was to sit down read the entire chapters, really understand (dont lie to yourself). And do
it the second round without looking (or at least try not looking). I found the second time read
around was a great opportunity for me to come up with my own structures (which I am sure each
people have their own) for answering the questions.Overall, I spent 3 solid months preparing
using this book. I do get several offers from the usual big companies and some smaller
companies. While there will always be questions that is out of the book, at least I would say, 80
to 90% of the interview questions I had (~20 interviews) are taken verbatim from this book. So if
you even memorized the book, you will pass the minimal requirement for technical interviews. Of
course, go online and search for questions that appear in individual companies, esp smaller
companies/startups. You will be surprised how "not big" the pool of questions for coding
interview is.”

Anh Vu Lam Nguyen, “Very useful book that I would keep for a long time. I had both the book in
Java and the original one (I think it was in C++). I'm writing this review for the Java version since I
used it more extensively to prepare for my job interviews, and just reviewing concepts.I heard of
this book through a friend, who had a lot of experience interviewing for different companies.



When I first picked it up, I felt the book was very diffiicult. I spent many hours reading through the
questions, thinking, trying to answer, and eventually flipping to the answer section. Then, I
realized that I was ill-equiped. My fundamentals weren't strong enough to fully appreciate the
book. So, I put the book on hiatus, and went to brush up on my basic algorithm and data
structure understanding. I did not have the pressure of having interviews to prepare at this point,
so I took a while to just soak all the knowledge that I'd need.For the second time, I felt much
more confident. I was actually able to sovle a few questions. The first few questions are usually
more doable, so I tackled them first. It was a good exercise of building up more confident as I go
along. However, it still took a good amount of time to go through a decent amount of the
questions. I also cloned the github repo for the book, and compared my code with those. One
thing that I love about this book is the style. The name of variables, methods, etc were very clear,
and easy to understand. I followed their style, and received some positive comments in an
interview I had. So that's a plus!I keep going back to this book every once in a while to make
sure I still understand what it is. I use it as a benchmarking tool nowadays. If I can solve a good
amount of questions, I know I'm still somewhat ok. If I start being unable to solve them, I know
I'm sloppy. The difficult section is really difficult, took me a long time to finish some of them. But
the feeling of being able to solve just one of them paramounts to nothing I've felt. :)Another
worthy thing to note is that the authors are constantly trying to improve this book. They are very
committed to making this book the best of the best on problem solving. I had the chance to talk
with Tsung-Hsien Lee, and I was taken aback by how friendly and down to earth he is. He shared
with me how they came about with the book, and what he hopes for it to become in the future. I
don't think there're many books where the authors are this committed to the readers, and even
attempt to build a community around it.All in all, definitely a worthy investment, whether you're
having interviews coming up, or just want to keep your skills sharp. I know I'm keeping this book
for a long time!”

Maximiliano, “Only buy New from Amazon. Book is great, There are pirated copies sold as used,
missing chunks of text/code going around printed on terrible paper/ink. Amazon ones are printed
by Amazon and they’re the latest revised versions with nice paper. It took 3 buys to finally decide
and buy new instead.”

Yash B., “Not worth getting Java version for INR 4k extra. The book is good (content is for slightly
advanced folks, not beginners, so keep in mind), but I paid 2900 just to get java version instead
of c++ available at 600Rs. I found that for the most part, the content is same, only "know your
libraries" section is all that differs, which can be referred to from the pdf version itself. You would
be better off with the cheaper option for any other language.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 458 people have provided feedback.
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